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 PCL Image Data The PCL Image Data is our most recent version, having a total of about 65 million codes. The most important points about the code were: Unique Codes • A complete revision of the data. This included the following improvements: • Extension changes. • Revision of the Coding Tables. • Code changes. • Added more than 100,000 codes. Error Coding Lists The Error Coding List's
total code weight is about 23 million code entries. This data list contains similar information as the PCL's in the same time. The most important points about the code were: Features Include Distributors Formations Full Documentation About 100 extra pages of documentation and instructions about the PCL code lists. This is a list of all formations, where in each formation, there is an associated table,
containing all the information about the code list in that formation. There are also a total of about 75 million code entries. Formation Coding Tables This is a list of the coding tables for the formations, sorted by code. This gives a direct link to the code list for the code. The total number of codes is almost 80 million code entries. **Formation A is a revised version of a previous code list that was part

of the PCL. A total of 24 million codes have been added to this list. **Formation B is a revised version of a previous code list that was part of the PCL. A total of 13 million codes have been added to this list. **Formation C is a revised version of a previous code list that was part of the PCL. A total of 55 million codes have been added to this list. **Formation D is a revised version of a previous code
list that was part of the PCL. A total of 47 million codes have been added to this list. **Formation E is a revised version of a previous code list that was part of the PCL. A total of 19 million codes have been added to this list. **Formation F is a revised version of a previous code list that was part of the PCL. A total of 12 million codes have been added to this list. 82157476af
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